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Introduction
Mornington Peninsula Shire is reviewing its 2009 Waste Management Strategy and aims to develop a new
Waste and Resource Recovery Strategy by end the of 2014. In preparation for drafting the strategy the Council
completed a range of community engagement activities between March and June 2014 to seek input and
feedback on the following decisions:

1. Household Kerbside
Collection Service

Decision
Statement

2. Resource Recovery
Infrastructure

3. Landfill

How can the Shire best
provide for the disposal of its
waste to landfill in the short to
Are there ways the Shire’s
Are there ways the kerbside
medium term?
waste disposal infrastructure
service can be enhanced to
and services can be
continue to deliver an efficient
enhanced to meet the
and
and effective service and
needs of the community
support the community to
and maximise resource
How should Council continue
maximise resource recovery?
recovery?
to support development
of Alternative Waste
Technologies?

WHAT Activities TOOK PLACE
The consultation had three main engagement activities:
1. An online deliberative forum was established where participants could contribute to ongoing discussions
around key questions, seek and gain access to a variety of data/presentations/videos and reports, and
complete a comprehensive survey about the issues.
2. A telemarketing company was commissioned to undertake a survey with a random demographic sample
of over 300 residents spread across all townships within the Shire.
3. A face to face deliberative forum was established that took place over two, three hour meetings. Participants
at the forum were made up from self nominated members of the community, a representative sample of
residents from across the Shire and a range of community, government and commercial interest groups.
4. The Shire was also open to receiving submissions from the community via telephone, email or mail.
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KEEPING THE COMMUNITY INFORMED ABOUT THE PROCESS
The Council sought to inform as many people as possible about the opportunity to contribute to this phase of
the consultation by completing the following communication campaign activities:
•

Three information sessions, one held at the Rosebud, Mornington and Hastings office

•

Advertisements and articles in the local papers

•

Articles in Peninsula-Wide

•

Local radio interview

•

A presence at a number of community markets including – Tootgarook, Rye and Rosebud

•

Meetings with representatives from local schools and key community groups including Peninsula
Preservation Group, Rise Up Rye, and Nepean Conservation Group to obtain feedback on the engagement
approach and ensure distribution of information through their networks

•

Information on the Shire-website

•

DL brochure handed out at the Resource Recovery Centres, Hoppers and other customer service points
such as the libraries and Shire offices

•

Postings on social media websites

•

Letters to key community groups, businesses and waste industry representatives

•

Phone calls to residents surrounding the Rye landfill
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WHO PARTICIPATED
Given the complex nature of the content and the shared responsibility required in tackling waste management
in our community, the Council endeavoured to provide an opportunity to both inform participants about
the issues and to ensure the project had input from a representative sample of the Mornington Peninsula
community.
The consultation was successful in engaging the following numbers of participants:
Online Forum

Survey

Deliberative Forum

The online activity attracted just under
3,000 participants from every area
of the Mornington Peninsula. From
these participants over 1,000 actively
took part in reviewing some of the
content or contributing to the online
discussions and survey questions.

558 surveys were completed with
representation covering the vast
majority of townships across the
Mornington Peninsula. During the
collection of the telephone interview
responses almost 3,000 residents
were contacted in the process.

The forum received active
contributions from 146 participants
over the course of two meetings that
ran for three hours each. Participants
were from all geographic areas with
the exception of Cerberus.

The following table shows the final summary of geographic participation rates in the online deliberative forum
and survey compared to the 2011 Census data:
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8 15

11 21
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1
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3
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2

2

8
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4
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%

SURVEY
%

DELIBERATIVE
FORUM

Demographic information was collected from recruited participants at the deliberative forum and from
those that completed the online survey via the website or with the telemarketing company. The majority of
demographics were well represented in both survey and deliberative forum participants. Part time residents
were difficult to attract due to the contact information and logistics around the timing of the sessions. The
deliberative forum had almost double the representation for this group compared to the survey. Renters were
under represented in the survey but had a representative number in the deliberative forum.
The following is a summary of this demographic data compared to the 2011 Mornington Peninsula Census:
2011 Census Data

Survey

Deliberative Forum#

No. of total males

48%

37%

51%

No. of total females

52%

50%

49%

No. that are full time residents

68%

76%

92%

No. that are part time residents

32%

4%

8%

No. that are home owners

80%

84%

80%

No. that are renters

20%

4%

20%

20 - 29 Years Old

14%

4%

13%

30 - 39 Years Old

16%

10%

15%

40 - 49 Years Old

20%

19%

21%

50+ Years Old

60%

57%

51%

For the survey:

13% of participants did not provide gender data
20%of participants did not provide residential status data
12% of participants did not provide home owner status data
10% of participants did not provide age range data
# Recruited participant data only
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What did we hear?

Kerbside
Services
Are there ways the kerbside service can be
enhanced to continue to deliver an efficient
and effective service and support the
community to achieve maximum resource
recovery?

What did we hear?
RECYCLING
Mornington Peninsula Shire currently offers a fortnightly kerbside collection for 240 litre household recycling bins.
Households can choose to purchase an additional recycling bin at a one off charge of $60 per household.
A recent kerbside audit found that many people place their recyclables in plastic bags which prevents the recyclables
from being sorted at the recycling facility, creating contamination issues. The audit also found that 8% of material
placed in kerbside garbage bins could be recycled.

The Shire should provide a week- weekly recycling service during
the sumer period (1 December – 31 January) at an additional cost
of approximately $3.75 per year for each household?

Strongly Agree
38%

8%

Agree
Neither agree or disagree

16%
11%

Disagree
27%

Strongly Disagree

The Shire should provide households with the option of having a
larger 360 litre recycling bin collected fortnightly for an additional
once-off charge of approximately $40 per household.
Strongly Agree
41%

6%

Agree

11%

Neither agree or disagree
Disagree

12%
30%

Strongly Disagree
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Kerbside Services
The Shire should introduce penalties for residents who place
incorrect material in their recycling bins on a regular basis.

7%

21%

Strongly Agree
6%

Agree
Neither agree or disagree
19%

Disagree

47%

Strongly Disagree

Summary of Comments
Additional recycling services and Penalties
People are keen to recycle more frequently, and on
the whole participants indicated that current service
options are well supported, with adequate bin
capacities.
Some participants suggested implementing
additional (optional) services during peak seasons,
but not at an extra cost to residents complying
with current regulations. One holiday home owner
suggested that unused services during the year
be ‘substituted’ for additional services in peak
holiday time. It was noted that public areas need
to be cleared more frequently during peak/holiday
periods. Extra services could also be provided to
larger families, but at no additional cost.
Further improvements suggested by respondents
included a larger green bin, available to all
households, that is collected more frequently, as well
as hard waste kerb side collections. It was stated that
the Council should ensure sorting of waste before
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sending to landfill, and that consideration should be
given to composting services for residents.
There was a clear and strong desire for more
information and education on the Shire’s recycling
program. A clear, accessible list of recyclable goods
should be available to residents and particularly
holiday makers, whether in the form of stickers,
magnets, videos or pamphlets, to illustrate correct
recycling behaviours. One idea given was an open
box, which would allow residents to view what is
being recycled. School programs are potential tools
to demonstrate the importance of recycling, with
the Balnarring Primary School recycled boardwalk
given as an example.
Tours of the recycling centre were also seen as a
good initiative. Respondents indicated a preference
for education as a solution, reserving penalties for
repeat offenders. It was stated that the Shire should
consider how to target large ‘users’ such as hotels
and restaurants.

What did we hear?
One issue raised by respondents was the frequent
unauthorised dumping of rubbish in household
bins, with the suggestion that the Council should
be more accountable for residents not complying.
Respondents suggested a warning system, with
penalties or fines for repeat offenders. However,
it was recognised that the cost effectiveness of
monitoring the bins might outweigh the benefits.
Residents noted that current service costs do
need to be better advertised. Concerns were
raised over the effects of additional costs on
pensioners, and some respondents contended
that current rates are high enough to cover
these additional services. There were concerns
that recycling activities should be encouraged,
not penalised with higher rates.
Respondents indicated people should take
responsibility for their waste disposal, including a
trip to the tip if necessary. Concerns were raised
over the $40 one off fee.

Sample quotes
The current system is working well.
Although I agree - residents should not have to
pay for wanting to recycle more. Recycling should
be encouraged, not penalised. Otherwise people
will dispose of their recycling in other ways. Such
as putting their extra recycling in the rubbish bin,
dumping it after a party etc (I see this a lot in local
laws). Furthermore, people are busy. We have to
make it easy for them to recycle. People wont want
to invest time and money to organising a larger bin
etc Up the rates slightly if you have to and increase
the service across the municipality. With the
growing population recycling is very important for
the community and the environment..
In relation to Q2 in preference to weekly collections
would like to see more regular clearance of bins
in public areas ie. beach, parklands. especially on
public holidays and Long weekend periods.
We need 2-3 hard waste collection days.
While I agree with Question 2 it would be impossible
to police this fairly as other people put their waste
in neighbours bins while they are on the curb
awaiting collection - this is a regular occurrence
and householders cannot be held responsible for
waste added to their bin by a third party.
Increasing recycling bins will not improve
individual habits in recycling thoroughly. This is
done through further community education and
also a confidence that the waste is in fact, sorted
and processed efficiently. Bigger bins is not
conducive to reducing household waste.
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Kerbside Services
ORGANIC (FOOD AND GARDEN) WASTE
Food waste makes up approximately 40% and green waste 7% of the waste placed in the average household kerbside
rubbish bin on the Peninsula. Food and green waste, known as organics, are a major contributor to the generation
of landfill gas (methane) and contaminated water (leachate) in landfill sites. The Shire is looking at ways to reduce the
amount of organic material sent to landfill. This may consist of the introduction of a weekly organic waste collection,
which would collect food and green waste and would result in an alternating fortnightly collection of rubbish and
recycling. The organic material collected would be taken to a facility and converted to compost.

How does your household currently dispose of food waste?

Put it in the garbage bin

327

Home compost bin

290

Feed it to the animals (dogs, chicken, pigs etc)

141

Worm farm

Other

66
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Comments received in ‘Other’ Only

Sample quotes

Respondents that selected other, indicated that they
dispose of food waste in a number of ways including
using a bokashi bin, placing it in their garden, in
their green waste bin or by taking it to a Resource
Recovery Centre.

I put my rubbish in bio degradable bags to deposit
in my bins.

Respondents also indicated they dispose of their
food waste in their regular bin, some only where
their compost was full or unsuitable.

Feed to pets when appropriate.
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Green garbage bin. It’s all organic and using it this
way I don’t have vermin visible around the home.

Take it to Mornington Resource Recovery Centre
(Bin 3).

What did we hear?

How does your household currently dispose of green waste?

Have the Councils optional green waste bin

223

Take it to one of the Resource Recovery Centres

197

Use the at-call collection service

195

Use a private contractor/gardener to collect it

116
50

Place it in the compost bin
Other

11
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Kerbside Services
Do you support the Shire continuing to look for ways to reduce the
amount of food and green waste (organic material) sent to landfill?

5%
12%

Yes
No
Maybe

83%

Summary of Comments

Sample quotes

While the general rubbish bin was the main receptacle
used by respondents to dispose of food and green
waste, some participants also favoured methods
such as burning off, mulching, composting at home
and feeding home pets.

Put it in the rubbish bin, cannot afford to pay for a green
waste bin when all the green waste is from the 2 massive
gum trees on the nature strip. Council property.

Some participants do not produce green waste and
therefore do not support the proposal. A possible
compromise was suggested in a ‘Green Waste
weekend’, which would allow free disposal for local
residents. Other participants preferred a kerbside
collection service.
Cost was an issue for some respondents. Participants
voiced concern over the fairness of excess disposal
fees, whether at the tip or using additional bins, as
the Shire already profits from selling the mulch.
While some respondents used the Council Resource
Recovery Centre to dispose of waste, other
participants found a cheaper removal option through
external contractors or their own services. Some
respondents suggested that the Shire focus instead
on managing the disposal of non-organic, nondegradable products such as nappies and plastics,
rather than green and food wastes.

12

Burn off when applicable.
Occasionally if it is not of a large dimension I add to my
home compost.
Green Waste Weekend. How about free green waste on
a weekday so locals can go. Less congestion waiting to
get into the resource recovery centre (it takes all day to
tip twice) and there’s congestion on the roads.
I object to paying for a green bin, a waste bin, a recyclable
bin all at our expense when the Shire charges for the bin
and then on sells the mulch. There should be an offset.
Best way to reduce green waste is to offer a collection
service for recycling.
Mulch it or leave it in garden bed to decompose.
Food and green waste eventually breaks down disposable nappies and plastics do not. I would prefer
Council to focus on these areas.
Find it cheaper to use contractor rather than tips.

What did we hear?
To what extent do you agree with the statement: The Shire should
provide you with a compost bin or worm farm provided at the
one-off charge of approximately $50-$70 per household?

33%

Strongly Agree
6%
8%

17%

Agree
Neither agree or disagree
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

36%

The Shire should provide you with a kerbside organic collection
service for the disposal of your food and green waste at an annual
cost of approximately $80-90 per household

21%
9%

11%

Strongly Agree
Agree

12%

Neither agree or disagree
Disagree

47%

Strongly Disagree
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Kerbside Services
Summary of Comments

Sample quotes

Comments were mainly from residents who were
not keen to see the services implemented at an extra
cost.
Some residents, particularly those already disposing
of their own green waste, indicated that green waste
management is the responsibility of individual
households rather than the Shire. Furthermore, a
worm farm or compost bin might not be practical
for houses without gardens or use for the waste.
Some participants criticised the high maintenance
costs of worm farms, preferring tip vouchers instead.
However, the possibility to ‘opt-in’ to these services
was popular among participants, as long as it incurred
low additional costs for residents.
Some respondents stated there are too many
Council supplied bins, which residents already
struggle to manage the contents of. Further
suggestions for improvement included hard waste
pickups once or twice annually, more free green
waste weekends, or more vouchers – especially
for large properties. Participants identified the
possibility for flexibility in swapping services, or for
the Shire to provide incentives to reduce overall
household waste. It was noted that capacity could
be an issue for some users. There was also concerns
regarding vermin, disease and unpleasant odours.
Some residents commented they are satisfied with
the services already provided by the Council, but
that the qualified and quantified results of surveys
need to be relayed to residents. It was suggested that
Council should explore similar recycling systems
from Australia and overseas.

I do not see the need. People should do it
themselves.
Not being able to burn off is a big problem.
We have our own compost bins and use the food
and green waste for our own purpose.
Supply of compost bins, worm farms and similar
must be optional. Waste sorting should not
come at additional cost and be offset by the
reduction in landfill space. Benefits such as
composting, electricity generation, etc. should
offset waste costs to the ratepayer.
An additional $80-$90 is a lot for most households
on top of the other extra costs for a family that
are rising.
I agree with the intent, but disagree with the idea
of additional charges for the service. I already
pay extra to have a green waste collection.
It seems ridiculous given the vouchers were
reduced, pay for green waste collection, waste
station fees went up & burning of green waste
was stopped. Now you want to reduce vouchers
& charge more again!
A composting pick up would be good. South
Australia trialled giving a small bio-bin for use in
the kitchen to collect food waste which could
then be put in a kerbside organic bin collected
fortnightly and it worked well. Many users
continued to use it after the month trial ended.
It would be good to see this extended to food
retailers in particular because often left over or
damaged food is thrown out.
Stop procrastinating - there should have been
a program in place years ago. Shame on you
bureaucrats!
Incentives should be provided, however, not a
cost that penalises the people who are already
doing the right thing. A registration for those
composting already would be beneficial, and
then incentives and schemes can be targeted at
those who are not already composting.
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What did we hear?
What are the barriers in relation to supporting the introduction of
an organics bin?
It’s too expensive

251

Agree that the Shire should provide a kerbside organic collection
service for disposing of food and green waste at an annual cost of
approximately $80-90 per year.

174
99

Other
66

Don’t want to change to a fortnightly rubbish collection

55

No space for a third bin
Don’t have time to separate food
and green waste from other waste

32

Comments received in ‘Other’ Only
While people are generally supportive of recycling
initiatives, a number of residents were not supportive
of Council charging additional fees for service. Some
participants stated that increased rates may become
unaffordable, and that residents should not have to
fund the service.
Other respondents emphasised the importance
of individual responsibility. A number of residents
already effectively manage their own green waste
through home composting and recycling, and
subsequently did not support introduction of a
service that would not be applicable to them. Some
respondents did not consider organics recycling to
be the responsibility of the Council, but rather the
responsibility of the individual owner. Respondents
suggested the service should be ‘opt in’ or included
in current rates.
Some respondents voiced concern that residents
do not use bins correctly, and that food waste
could be an issue in summer. It was suggested that
improved recycling education, particularly targeted
at restaurants and hotels, could be more effective
than funding another service.

Finally, respondents expressed concerns over the
practicality of another bin, which could create
a burden for the elderly and residents on large
properties.

Sample quotes
Households need to be encouraged to mange their
own organic waste to a large degree via use of their
own compost bin. If there is to be a charge , that
charge ought to contain an advised subsidy from
Council based on cost savings to Council.
Already have a compost bin, and no food waste
sent to tips.
I am aged and pay my rates and I am happy with the
waste collection I have now.
Unfair penalty to complying households. Again,
householders pay for the irresponsible activities of
others.
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Kerbside Services
GENERAL HOUSEHOLD WASTE
Ratepayers pay for the kerbside waste services, within their annual rates. In countries such as Ireland, Sweden and
Denmark a successful ‘pay by weight’ system has been introduced. This system involves the weighing of rubbish bins
upon collection and households pay for the amount of rubbish they dispose of

To what extent do you agree with the statement: The Shire
should trial a ‘pay by weight’ system for the collection of
household waste?

25%

Strongly Agree
8%

9%

Agree
19%

Neither agree or disagree
Disagree

39%

Strongly Disagree

Summary feedback
There is some hesitation regarding the cost of
establishing and maintaining the scheme, with many
respondents regarding the scheme as difficult to
regulate and manage. Some participants indicated
they would support a trial, but wanted to know
details such as trial duration and timing.
There were concerns expressed over how
accurately the bins would be weighed, and some
respondents questioned the efficacy of the
scheme and its purpose. Conflict could occur
between landlords and tenants over who must pay
for waste disposal, especially as landlords cannot
control tenants’ waste.
Another issue strongly raised was the illegal dumping
of waste into other household bins, to reduce
disposal costs. One respondent explained this
dumping due to the small size of household bins.
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There were concerns the scheme could increase
dumping of rubbish in public areas, particularly by
tourists.
Participants noted that such a scheme could
discriminate against large families, who produce
more waste, as well as against pensioners
who cannot dispose of their waste elsewhere.
Some respondents called for investigation
into alternative solutions, within Australia and
overseas. Other respondents suggested that an
education program before implementing the
scheme could be beneficial.
Some participants expected a reduction in rates for
households that minimise waste. Some respondents
suggested it would be more cost effective to help
educate the community in creative waste reduction.

What did we hear?
One respondent stated that, if priced correctly, the
scheme may encourage people to better manage
food waste. Other residents viewed the scheme as
merely another ‘revenue-raiser’.

Sample quotes
It all depends on the process in which this is
implemented...how is the rubbish weighed/paid
for/picked up?

Some residents voiced concern over the
excessive amount of packaging on products, and
suggested that the Shire put pressure on industry
to reduce this packaging.

I just think it will be hard to administer.
Keep it simple. I suggest 3 bins included in rates;
green (big bin monthly as a free option instead
of tip vouchers), recycling (fortnightly) and
rubbish (weekly). User can pay extra for bigger
bins.

Some participants were supportive of a trial, as
long as bin security is addressed and the trial is
well-managed. One suggestion was to measure by
cubic metre rather than weight, and only general
household waste. Participants supported the use
of incentives to reduce household waste, and
noted the scheme could encourage residents to
thoughtfully dispose of waste.

Risk of people dumping rubbish illegally to
avoid extra charges. Time consuming to
administer.
If you have a family, it will cost more for us.

Other residents were satisfied with current waste
disposal services.

I like the current system. Pay by weight won’t
work out cheaper. All “follow” overseas models
increase costs and don’t provide benefits.
Better encouraging people to act responsibly
with rubbish disposal, not to mix products in
bins and make alternate waste disposal options
less expensive. ie EPA to reduce their charges.
This sounds like a really good idea.
Definitely agree with this. Consumers need to
take responsibility for their rubbish. Too much
stuff which could be recycled gets thrown out
in the rubbish because of laziness or because
the other bin is full, or somebody forgot to put
the bin out on collection day. Illegal dumping
of course would need to be monitored more
thoroughly as a result though, as some
households may dump to avoid paying as
much.
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Kerbside Services
Online Forum discussions

How can Mornington Peninsula Shire support residents to keep
recyclables out of plastic bags in their recycling bins?
Summary of Comments

Sample quotes

Respondents felt that educating the community
was the most effective way to keep recyclables out
of plastic bags, through avenues such as placing
information stickers on bins.

Until Industry and commercial operators start at
their end, education is the main factor for solving
non conforming practices.

How can the Mornington Peninsula Shire’s kerbside collection
service be enhanced?
Summary of Comments

Sample quotes

There were nine comments in relation to an annual
kerbside hard waste collection service. The majority
of comments were in support of this service, some
noting that it should be provided for free or paid
for by vouchers. Some respondents suggested this
service would reduce the amount of waste dumped
and remove tip access issues for the elderly. One
pensioner also suggested a free green waste bin or
half yearly collection, to combat this issue.

A free hard waste pick-up twice a year. Just about
every other council in Melbourne manages it. Why
not Mornington Peninsula?

One respondent indicated that the onus of hard
waste removal is on the individual, not the Shire.
The respondent indicated that stronger leadership
is necessary to educate residents on the impacts
of landfill. Another respondent suggested tip fees
should be subsidised by the public or business,
with the exception of low socio-economic groups.
Concerns were raised that tenants do not receive
vouchers from landlords.

I am all for an annual or bi annual hard waste pickup
this would incur extra cost to council, which would
increase rates or possibly be paid by tip vouchers.

One respondent raised concerns over the cost of
disposing of light branches, and questioned why
burning off is prohibited.
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There are numerous elderly residents on the
Peninsula who do not have the ability to take their
waste to the tip. The Shire should offer roadside
collection of waste twice a year. If need be reduce
the tip passes to reflect this.

The problem is that there is no pressure (leadership)
being put upon us (including me) - by way of
sensible policy by those who have chosen to serve
the public - to get us to accept our responsibility
for the impact we are having on the wellbeing of
future generations (by doing as much as we can
now to reduce the challenges that they will face in
the future). It’s not that hard. Even if the climate is
not changing, we should have a conscience.

What did we hear?
Open Submission (received via email, telephone and face to face
discussions)
Summary of Comments
Some submissions supported the introduction
of a kerbside annual hard waste collection
service. Some respondents identified it as a
means to reduce landfill and illegal dumping by
making unwanted items accessible to others
residents. Concerns were raised over residents
who, for whatever reason, cannot take rubbish
to the tip. Other respondents stated it helped
to keep properties tidy, reducing possible fire
and pest risks.
Respondents provided feedback on the size
of the current green bin being too small;
concern about overall bin capacity for a
larger family; having a three bin kerbside
system, with a caddy bin in the kitchen to
collect food waste and a compostable bin to
reduce waste to landfill. Another respondent
suggested the subsidisation of worm farm
set ups for households.
One respondent supported the reintroduction
of the 4th tip ticket. A resident in a narrow
street in Sorrento suggested all bins be placed
on the same side of the road to increase
efficiency. Another noted they were happy
with the current system.

Sample quotes
This would be to move to a 3 bin collection for all kerbside
customers, with the green waste bin able to include food.
Households would also receive a kitchen caddy bin and
compostable bin to enable food to be recycled in the
kitchen. This would have a range of benefits including:
•

Increasing green waste recycled as now a standard
service not opt in – diverting more from landfill.

•

Food scraps can be recycled diverting more from
landfill to beneficial reuse in compost as well as and
reducing methane and leachate produced from the
landfill.

•

It will reduce cost of landfill through levy avoidance

•

It will prepare residual stream from some sort of AWT
process in the medium – longer term.

It is best to remove most of the organics as a source
separated stream from the residual making it more suitable
for Waste to Energy or MBT. Downside is there is a cost
for the additional collection service and composting– but
you already have an opt in one now which are usually
very high cost. It might be something you work towards
over the next couple of years.
We again push for a street hard waste collection similar
to Frankston City Council. This would reduce the
dumping of various items especially mattresses on our
streets. As you are probably aware, residents already
leave out items in front of their properties in urban
areas and those items are picked up by other residents
looking for that item. But this can lead to untidiness
– though is a form of recycling. A street pickup hard
waste collection could be added to the Shire’s current,
but infrequent toxic waste collection. We concur that
the free hard waste weekend is also available but not
frequently enough. We do congratulate the Shire on the
sorting that is currently well organised.
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What did we hear?

Resource
Recovery
Infrastructure
Are there ways the Shire’s waste disposal
infrastructure and services can be improved
to better meet the needs of the community
and maximise resource recovery?

What did we hear?
RESOURCE RECOVERY CENTRES AND HOPPERS
The Shire manages three Resource Recovery Centres (Mornington, Rye and Tyabb) and three hoppers (Flinders,
Sorrento and Dromana) that receive a range of household waste at a cost and recycling items at no charge.

In the last 12 months have you
or a member of your household
used one of the Resource
Recovery Centres?

What items did you dispose
of at the Resource Recovery
Centres?
Hard Waste

319

301

Green Waste

18%
180

Recyclables
98

Garbage

82%
Detox your home
(paint, batteries or motor oil)

92

77

Visited the Recycle Shop

Yes

58

Household Chemicals

No
Other

Unsure (0%)

Comments received in “Other” only
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Sample quotes

Access is an issue, especially without a trailer and not
knowing where the facilities are located.

I would visit the recycle shop except I don’t know were it
is. I strongly believe in recycling.

The Resource Recovery Centres are also used for
e-waste (ie. computers, TVs, electronic), furniture,
building material from moving house, other green
and hard waste, batteries, electrical appliances and
steel, paper, cardboard, old bikes and mowers.

Television - we were told that the recycle shop would
not take it.
Used all the vouchers on green waste and paid for more.
Dromana never open have to travel to other sites.

Mulch was purchased, and delivered.

Buy goods from them.
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Resource Recovery
Infrastructure
Why did you not use the Resource Recovery Centres?
I used the Resource Recovery Centres

249

I had no additional waste to dispose of

96

Other

77

I find it difficult to get to the Hoppers

43

It’s too expensive

24

Condition of the Hoppers (unattractive to use)

2

The Hoppers are too busy

2

Comments Received in ‘Other’ Only

Sample quotes

Access is an issue for people wanting to use the
Resource Recovery Centre (RRC) - either not having
a trailer, or an unsuitable car, or no transport.

Some of my neighbours have no way of getting to
the tip. The Council should introduce an annual
kerbside pickup for household items that cannot fit
in bins. This would cut down on illegal dumping.

Hiring skips and contactors is an alternative to the
RRC. As is using metal recyclers, op shops and
burning waste.
Awareness appears to be an issue - better education
and information to be provided by the Council.
Some have not had the need to use the RRC.
The RRC staff may not have good customer service
skills.
Disposal of goods at the RRC is too expensive.
The ‘at-call’ kerbside collection is an alternative to
the RRC.
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Have minimal rubbish and donate my useable
hard waste to Op Shops to put funds back into the
community.
I did not know that chemicals, paint, batteries,
motor oil could go there, need more information.
Cost prohibitive.
Rely on pick up service.
I only use the resource recovery centre when
I have vouchers otherwise there is no way that I
could afford it.

What did we hear?
In the last 12 months have you or a member of your household
disposed of waste at one of the Hoppers?

3%
83%

14%

Yes
No
Unsure

What items did you dispose of at the Hoppers?
Hard Waste

42

Recyclables

32

Garbage

17

Green Waste
Other

16
9

Summary of Comments

Sample quotes

Hoppers are used by residents who are aware of
them for goods such as building materials, steel and
the like. Many respondents do not know they exist
or where they are located, or do not have a need for
them.

Where are the hoppers??
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Why did you not use the Hoppers?
I had no additional waste to dispose of

46

It’s too expensive

24

I find it difficult to get to the Centres

23

Other

23

I used the Hoppers

7

Condition of the Resource Recovery Centres
(unattractive to use)

3

The Centres are too busy

3

Summary of Comments Received in
‘Other’ Only
Access is an issue - with people not having access to
trailers, or unable to get to the hoppers.
People use alternates such as hired skips, and
recycling.
Awareness is a major issue, with many respondents
either not aware of the hopper service, or not
knowing where they are located.

Sample quotes
Not sure what the Hoppers are?
Just throwing in a comment re Q21 below - the
no charge green waste weekends- how about
you drag it out over 3 or 4 no charge Saturdays
or Sundays in the same month instead of one
intensive weekend?

Building materials are disposed of in the hoppers.

We used to live around the corner from Dromana
Hopper 32 years ago. It always looks closed, what
are the open times?

Participants may not have the need for using a
hopper.

The hoppers are too expensive and they do not
accept the waste vouchers at Dromana at least.

The operating hours is not clear particularly in
Dromana, nor is what rubbish can be disposed of
in the hopper.
Staff issues were mentioned - staff being rude and
not easy to deal with.
Tip vouchers are unable to be used for hoppers and
the service is expensive. RRC is a good alternative
to hoppers.
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What did we hear?
WASTE VOUCHERS
All ratepayers currently receive three vouchers for waste services with their annual rates notice. Vouchers can be used
for the at-call kerbside collection, or for disposal of green waste or hard waste at the Resource Recovery Centres.

On average how many waste vouchers does your household use
per year?

14%

One

17%

Two
5%

Three

8%

Don’t use them

56%

Greater than 3

How do you use your waste vouchers?
431

To take waste to the Resource Recovery Centres

78

Don’t use them

64

To book an at-call hard waste collection

46

To book an at-call green waste collection
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Infrastructure
The Shire should reduce the number of waste vouchers available
to 2 at a saving of approximately $20-30* per household annually.

13%

Strongly Agree

12%
2%

Agree
Neither agree or disagree
42%

Disagree
31%

Strongly Disagree

The Shire should introduce an additional waste voucher at an
additional cost of approximately $20-30* per household annually.

20%
7%

17%

Strongly Agree
Agree

14%

Neither agree or disagree
Disagree

42%

Strongly Disagree
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What did we hear?
Summary of Comments
Respondents expressed concern over the allocation
of vouchers. Rental properties are not given vouchers,
despite needing to dispose of green and hard waste,
and vouchers are not particularly useful for residents
without a car/trailer.
Some respondents strongly preferred a return to
the 4 voucher system, whereas others were satisfied
with the current three vouchers allocated. The
possibility of offering additional vouchers, either for
free or a fair cost, was explored. Some respondents
valued flexible vouchers without expiry, or that
could be swapped for mulch. Other residents did
not consider the vouchers valuable, with examples
cited of individuals exploiting the system.

is more beneficial for the majority of residents,
especially when the service for most people is more
than sufficient.
Council should consider ways to reduce the costs
for residents, such as green waste free drop off
and incentives for not using vouchers. There was
a suggestion for one voucher to be the equivalent
of one drop off - not one cubic metre – as this will
deter illegal dumping.

Sample quotes
Waste vouchers are useless without a trailer.
I am also one of the lucky people in that I own
a trailer. This also assists my daughter get her
hard rubbish to the tip. Unfortunately, however,
she rents and the estate agent/owner do not
make the tip vouchers available so it costs me
approximately $200 per year to clean out the
hard rubbish!

Concerns were raised regarding the equity of current
voucher allocations, as properties receive the same
number of vouchers regardless of size. This could be
remedied by allocating vouchers according to rates.
There were concerns that the current number
of vouchers, along with high tip fees, leads to
dumping of green/hard waste on the Peninsula.
The Council needs to address this issue, possibly
through kerbside rubbish collection and more free
green waste weekends.

Also you do not take into account people who
have larger blocks (& pay extra rates )and therefore
have a greater amount of Green waste as units
get 3 and have no garden does not make sense!

Respondents suggested that rates could be lowered
and the vouchers replaced by a ‘user pays’ system.
Tip fees could then be lowered especially in areas
of high bushfire risk. One respondent indicated that
the Council must consider this a sustainability issue
rather than an economic one, and research other
successful systems around the globe.

Since there was no other suitable place in this
questionnaire, please consider the following.
Since the twice yearly free green waste is so
popular (up to 2 hours plus queuing !!!) with all
the cars sitting polluting the atmosphere, why
not instead consider a twice or more yearly
kerbside collection on a specific day where
residents can dispose of, say 2 or 3 metres of
green waste. Then the current contractors only
need to go from house to house with either
chipper or waste truck as they do with booked
pickups, with far less pollution and also taking
into consideration those people (elderly, those
who don’t have trailer facilities) to take advantage
of the free green waste days.

While the Shire does provide an ‘at-call’ hard
waste collection service, it is not well advertised. A
yearly hard rubbish collection service was popular,
especially as this option is already provided by
other councils. This service could help reduce
illegal dumping.
Respondents argued that green waste drop-offs
should be free, since the Council profits from
mulch sales. It was repeatedly mentioned that the
Council should take back management control of
the facility, rather than contracting it out. Council
costs are becoming expensive and prohibitive for
residents using drop-off services, so increasing rates
for additional services was an unpopular idea. Some
residents suggested that disposing of hard/green
waste on a needs basis rather than increasing services

The waste vouchers are terrible value these days.
If essentially we are paying for these vouchers
- why do they expire? There should be more
flexibility around the ‘use-by’ times for these
vouchers.
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NO CHARGE GREEN WASTE WEEKENDS
Mornington Peninsula Shire presently offers two, very popular, no-charge drop off weekends to help residents
prepare for the fire seasons.

Extend no-charge green waste weekends to include Thursday &
Friday (Cost: $0.50/household p.a.)

9%

45%

Strongly Agree 22
Agree 45

22%

Neither agree or disagree 13
Disagree 11

13%

Strongly Disagree 9

11%
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What did we hear?
Online Forum discussions

Is the current number of facilities appropriate? Mornington
Peninsula Shire currently has three Resource Recovery Centres
(known as tips, located at Mornington, Tyabb and Rye) and three
Hoppers (located at Dromana, Flinders and Sorrento).
Summary of Comments

Sample quotes

It was suggested increasing the hours of operation
for the recycling centres to encourage people
to use the facilities. Having a cardboard and
packaging waste area would also be beneficial.

Green waste needs to be free weekly.
It should prove to be revenue neutral as the waste
Is converted to mulch and sold.

Reporting on money generated through recycling
may make people more vigilant. One suggestion
was to have a weekly free green waste collection.
Why is the dumping of green waste so expensive
when it is sold back to residents? Green waste
disposal should be encouraged in order to keep
properties tidier and reduce possible fire risks.
The cost to dump is more of a deterrent and possibly
encourages illegal dumping. Charge more for the
mulch and less for the disposal of green waste.

At Tyabb I would like to be able to drop off
Polystyrene as its difficult to get rid of.
Lots
of aged people have Xrays and other medical
paraphernalia and nowhere to dispose of except
rubbish bins. So expand the capability of recycling
to prevent land fill contamination.

One respondent thought an area to dump
polystyrene and medical waste eg xrays, would be
a good idea to reduce contamination and waste to
landfill. Another respondent felt the recycle area
at McKirdys Road should be placed before the pay
station, encouraging more recycling and less issue
with Shire staff charging incorrectly.
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Open Submission (received via email, telephone and face to face
discussions)
Summary of Comments

Sample quotes

On the topic of recycling, one respondent favoured
the idea of a recycling centre in SE Melbourne that
could service more than the Mornington Peninsula.
Another respondent considered the use of hoppers
to be appropriate, so long as they are not filled with
commercial waste. It was suggested that recycling
behaviours might be encouraged by advertising the
financial savings it provides.

The concept of developing a recycling centre in
the SE of Melbourne that will service more than
Mornington Peninsula has merit. It would need
to be designed to adapt to emerging waste and
recycling technologies.

In regards to green waste, respondents favoured
additional free green waste weekends, but stated
green waste dumping should be revenue neutral
due to the mulch being sold back to residents. One
respondent felt giving rate payers incentives would
appease them. Participants suggested ideas to
reduce service costs, such as breaking down hard
waste, providing mulching services to ratepayers
and providing cardboard drop-off locations.
Respondents were divided over tip fees; some
suggested a doubling in costs, while others stated
that a reduction in fees might reduce illegal dumping.
The possibility for a user-pays system was mentioned,
although some residents feel the current system
works well.
There were concerns from renters not receiving tip
vouchers. It was suggested this could be addressed
by tip vouchers being sent to street addresses after
rates have been paid. Some queried why tip vouchers
expire. One renter noted that where composting is
unsuitable, it is essential to allow for green waste
dumping. Another respondent indicated three
vouchers is not enough, and insufficient for hard
waste disposal.
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Recycle
only
centres.
Trial
breaking
down
of
hard
rubbish
into
different
types
at
these
recycle
only
centres
Provide mulching service for customers own
green waste.
Tip vouchers should be available to all residents
whether renters or land owners, this could be
achieved by vouchers being posted to the rates
address after the rates have been paid and not
direct to the landlord.

What did we hear?

Landfill
How can the Shire best manage the disposal
of its landfill waste in the short to medium
term?
And
How can the Shire continue to support
development
of
Alternative
Waste
Technologies?

What did we hear?
The Shire should continue to work with the State Government to
support the introduction of alternatives to landfill.

5%
51%

1%
1%

Strongly Agree
Agree
Neither agree or disagree
Disagree

42%

Strongly Disagree

The Shire should send kerbside garbage to landfill alternatives
when available

10%

2%
1%

Strongly Agree
Agree

59%

Neither agree or disagree

28%

Disagree
Strongly Disagree
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Would you be willing to pay an additional cost of $20 - 40 per
year for sending kerbside garbage to landfill alternatives when
available?

32%

Yes

7%

Maybe
No

23%

Don’t strongly agree

38%
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What did we hear?
Preferred Options for Managing Waste to
Landfill in the Short to Medium Term
Participants at the Let’s Talk Waste Community Engagement Forum had an
opportunity to vote on which of the four options presented by Council they
would choose to address this issue.
The following feedback indicates the levels of support for individual options and
the primary reasons people provided for making their selection.

Comfort Levels With Each Landfill Option
Participants at the Let’s Talk Waste Community Engagement Forums reviewed
four possible options for waste to landfill in the short to medium term. They were
asked to indicate their level of comfort against each of the four options against
the following rating scale:
•

I loathe It - I am 0-20% comfortable with this option. It needs an overhaul, I can’t see it working
at all.

•

I will lament It - I am 20-40% comfortable with this option. There are lots of changes required.

•

I can live with It - I am 40-60% comfortable with this option. Some changes are required but I
can accept it as it is.

•

I like It - I am 60-80% comfortable with this option. Some small changes required but I am mostly
happy.

•

I love It - I am 80-100% comfortable with this option. Only minor tweaks, if any, are required. I
am very happy.
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OPTION NO. 1
Development of the whole capacity of the site at Rye

26%

22%

21%

16%

15%

I loathe it

I will lament it

I can live with it

I like it

I love it

Comments also included

Sample quotes

Participants suggested that the current site be fully utilised
with the potential to improve current infrastructure;
however, the visual impacts of any new developments
must be considered.

I can’t see why the entrance has to be moved, if make
it closer to residents it should be kept on Truman’s Rd,
where there are less residents.

Landfill was seen as an outdated practice, and alternate,
long-term waste management strategies should be
explored.
Increased education in waste reduction is paramount.
Any possible effects of waste processes on communities
and environments, particularly impacts on traffic flows,
must be considered.
Participants would like to see an explicit, justified strategy
from the Shire that takes into account long-term factors,
and is cost efficient.
Some participants suggested contracting specialised
firms to manage landfills.
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The Shire should be working immediately at finding
an alternative to all landfill.
Maximise existing facility and improve the infrastructure.
This option only because it will give time to put waste
reduction in place and education.
Spending money on a messy band aid and expensive
solution when we need to look to the future.

What did we hear?
OPTION NO. 2
Partial Development of the site at Rye, western
portion only

24%

22%

36%

9%

9%

I loathe it

I will lament it

I can live with it

I like it

I love it

Comments also included

Sample quotes

Some participants valued this option as a cost effective,
short-term solution, which allows time and flexibility to
research alternative waste management processes.

Better for local residents visual and traffic.
This way avoids a cost of 4.5 million to re build a new
resource centre.

Other participants considered this option inadequate, as
it relies on existing, outdated site infrastructure.

Relies on existing infrastructure which is dated and
ineffective. Does not utilise potential.

Many would like to see a comprehensive cost analysis of
options.

Buys time don’t have to relocate.

Concerns were raised over the impacts of landfill on
communities and environments, such as noise and
odour effects.
It was appreciated that the entrance may not need to
relocate.
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OPTION NO. 3
Partial Development of the site at Rye, eastern
portion only

20%

25%

38%

18%

0%

I loathe it

I will lament it

I can live with it

I like it

I love it

Comments also included

Sample quotes

There was an emphasis on the need to reduce waste, as
well as explore sustainable alternatives to landfill.

Balance of expansion but not too much, keep dunes.

While this option has the advantage of fewer impacts on
residents and wildlife, with less removal of vegetation,
the costs of this option were seen as high.
Many participants did not consider this option as a viable
long-term solution, but simply a quick fix. Furthermore, the
entrance would require relocation due to traffic concerns.
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Any landfill is bad landfill and the shire should lead the
way in pushing the state to a ZERO WASTE strategy.
Saying no to new landfill areas will hopeful push the
state government to start coming up with alternatives.

What did we hear?
OPTION NO. 4
Take the waste off the Mornington Peninsula to
an alternative site

25%

15%

11%

23%

26%

I loathe it

I will lament it

I can live with it

I like it

I love it

Comments also included

Sample quotes

Many participants agree that this option is a long-term
(inevitable) solution with low impacts on residents and the
environment; however, current facilities should be fully
utilised.

Opens possibilities for room for development.
Additional open space, with views on Southern
Peninsula, cost saving.
Can be transported safely and efficiently to an area
that already specialised in treating/burying peat
waste.

This option frees land for residential development and
can create jobs.
Uncertainties exist regarding economic viability; while
landfill costs decrease, the cost of transport, increased
traffic and carbon emissions might be high.

Least environmental impact on the Peninsula but the
cost is not set.
There are too many uncertainties with this option.
Ethically we should not be shifting our waste.

Furthermore, many participants were concerned that
offloading waste onto other Shires is unethical.
Some participants emphasise the importance of increased
recycling and waste minimisation.
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What did we hear?

Participants at the Let’s Talk Waste Community Engagement Forum
select if they could only choose o
OPTION NO. 1

Development of the whole capacity of the site at Rye
Sample quotes
I can’t see why the entrance has to be moved,
if make it closer to residents it should be kept on
Truman’s Rd, where there are less residents.
The Shire should be working immediately at finding
an alternative to all landfill.
Maximise existing facility, improve infrastructure.
This option only because it will give time to put
waste reduction in place and education.
Spending money on a messy band aid and expensive
solution when we need to look to the future.
It makes residents take responsibility of the waste
they generate not enough details for good decision.

I chose this option because
The comments indicated that residents chose this option because
of its long-term view. Participants were comfortable with status
quo and wanted to see the full site developed, it represents the
cheapest option, or they felt a moral obligation to manage their
own waste. Some also saw this option as providing the Shire with
time to find an alternative to landfill. A number of participants noted
that the option should be implemented with a strong focus on
waste reduction through avenues such as a third bin at the kerbside
for organics.
I would be more comfortable with this
option if…
Participants would prefer a guarantee
that the site will progress to a localised
recycling service within the next decade.
The service must be cost efficient, ideally
non for profit, and effectively reduce
waste. The entrance must consider both
residents and traffic. Strategies should be
implemented to reduce overall waste.

OPTION NO. 2

Partial Development of the site at Rye, western
portion only
Sample quotes
Better for local residents visual and traffic.
Reduce property values effects local business,
noise, pollution and smell.
Impact on flora and fauna.

I chose this option because
This option was popular as it causes the
least disruption, while allowing time and
flexibility for the Shire to explore alternative solutions. Infrastructure
and transport costs are low as the site already exists and the entrance
will not change; however, there is opportunity to enhance or construct
new facilities. Participants noted the need for high level, forwardlooking management strategies, but were divided concerning the
ethics of waste transportation off the Peninsula.

Maintain road entrance.
This way avoids a cost of 4.5 million to re build a
new resource centre.
Relies on existing infrastructure which is dated
and ineffective. Does not utilise potential.
This is 1st step to include option 1 and use whole
site.

I would be more comfortable with this option if…
Participants are keen to contribute to the planning processes, but
would like to see a sustainable, accountable action plan from the
Council. Participants made suggestions concerning the entrance,
job opportunities, vegetation and cost efficiency. The council should
incentivise waste reduction in households, and explore alternative
solutions to landfill.
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m were asked to nominate which one of the four options they would
one of the four presented to them.
OPTION NO. 3

Partial Development of the site at Rye, eastern portion only
I chose this option because
Given the known data, it is practical to protect the
surrounding environment by maintaining the local site as
a small development.

Sample quotes
Balance of expansion but not too much, keep dunes.
Any landfill is bad landfill and the shire should lead the way
in pushing the state to a ZERO WASTE strategy. Saying no
to new landfill areas will hopeful push the state gov to start
coming up with alternatives. Globally we are far behind. The
shire should lead the way.

I would be more comfortable with this option if…
Participants require clarification of cost impacts, and
agree that Council should encourage waste reductions
through strong education strategies. The viability of waste
removal from the Peninsula
should be explored.

Retains high quality vegetation.
I agree with the residents on Browns Road, its too busy for an
entrance and wont last long enough.
Cost benefit, time to consider alternative options seriously.
Seems pointless to move facility for short term.

OPTION NO. 4

Take the waste off the Mornington Peninsula to an
alternative site
I chose this option because
This option provides a long-term
solution, with the least impact
on Peninsula residents and
ecosystems. This option reminds
government that there is a need for a more effective waste
solution. Participants suggested that private companies are
better equiped to relocate waste and manage the risks of
transportation.
I would be more comfortable with this option if…
The Shire should continue promoting a zero waste policy,
while acquiring modern technologies to treat waste. The
current site facilities should be retained. Some participants
were satisfied with current plans while others preferred
privatisation; regardless, participants desired a well
negotiated price contract. Some participants prioritised tip
closure, while others took a long-term view. Participants
suggested promoting international best practise processes
on waste reduction.
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Sample quotes
Opens possibilities for room for development.
Additional open space, with views on Southern Peninsula,
cost saving.
Can be transported safely and efficiently to an area that already
specialised in treating/burying peat waste.
Need to fully utilise existing site.
Least environmental impact on the Peninsula.
Cost is not set.
There are too many uncertainties with this option for me to
be comfortable with. Ethically we should not be shifting our
waste
Best options for long term and less impact to local community.

What did we hear?
Online Forum discussion

Should the Mornington Peninsula Shire extend the life of the Rye
landfill or take its waste to a facility off the Peninsula?
Summary of Comments

Sample quotes

Respondents commented on backing the option
that best supports the move towards alternatives to
landfill and how Rye might be a suitable site for a
state of the art transfer station. Another respondent
felt that extending the site was a last resort and that
the community including business need to become
more responsible about their waste.

I think the Council should choose which ever
option will support the move towards alternatives
to landfill.

Comment was made that there would always be
a need for some waste to go the landfill and that
limiting the production of products that end up as
waste would help reduce landfill.
Ensure what can be recycled is recycled. Reducing
landfill would extend the life of the Rye site and
looking at the long term possibility of transferring
Melbourne’s waste to the Latrobe Valley to reinstate
open cut mines

I have no problem with extending the existing
landfill for the short to medium term as there will
always be a need for some waste to go to landfill.
We need to do much more to limit the production
of products that end up in the waste stream.
I would love to see our waste reach 0% and in the
future I’m sure that waste will be a commodity of
great value for those with the infrastructure to deal
with it.

How would you suggest the Mornington Peninsula Shire continue
to support the development of alternatives to landfill?
Summary of Comments

Sample quotes

Respondents suggested looking at alternative waste and
recycling processes e.g. pyrolysis which is acknowledged
technology and to look at processing centres located in far
north of the Peninsula near major roads.
Suggestions that grants should be sought from the
governments to assist with funding the project.
One respondent suggested increasing the number of recycling
centres to deal with the breakdown of items into usable items,
plastic, glass metals. and report on the money generated from
the sale of these items to encourage recycling.

Maybe this is the moment to look at a
high tech waste and recycling processing
centre located a fair way north of the
Peninsula near major roads.
Pyrolysis a viable process that is capable
of using waste streams such as Municipal
Solid Waste
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Let’s talk waste

Landfill
Open Submission (received via email, telephone and face to face
discussions)
Summary of Comments

Sample quotes

One respondent acknowledged that there will
always be a need for landfill sites, but we should be
environmentally responsible and designated areas
to dispose of toxic chemical, batteries should be
addressed.

The information that has been publicly available by
council on the Rye landfill has been very useful to
understand current state and potential future plans.
It is good to see community engagement on this
matter and trust there is a good outcome for the
community.

One respondent, who had some first hand
experience, suggested seeking more information
on the Olivine burner used in the USA as a way or
reducing odour and emissions. Another respondent
felt that Bio Plant may have an alternative means of
dealing with landfill.
One respondent was unaware that there had been
a breach of landfill license conditions and will from
now on report and encourage fellow residents to
report odour smells from the tip.
Suggestions were made to look to Europe where
they turn disused landfill sites into ski slopes, Shire
could possible use their sites for BMX tracks or
other sporting venue that require uneven ground.
A Mornington resident wasn’t aware of the Rye tip
situation, felt that more education around the Shire
was required and that we keep our waste here.
Another respondent felt going into full expansion
of the site would place the Mornington Peninsula
Shire in a better negotiating position to look at
alternatives thus buying more time to move to AWT
arrangements.
One respondent thought a water treatment plants
could be built on site helping with dust depression
and for the recycling process. The gas produced
on site could be used to operate turbines to provide
electricity for the residents and business in the area.
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I would be surprised if Option 1 does much better
than taking the waste off the Peninsula for disposal.
Economies of scale in the landfill operation should
be pretty significant and these are likely to offset
most, or all, of the transfer costs.

What did we hear?

Reduction
and
Education
Throughout the consultation a number of general
comments were provided to support the ongoing
broader education activity to encourage waste
reduction in the community.

What did we hear?
WASTE REDUCTION
The overall objective of the waste strategy is to move towards zero waste to landfill.
WASTE EDUCATION
Waste education is a key component to the Shire’s approach to sustainable waste management. Education programs are delivered through the
existing Waste Contracts, including a waste services booklet for new residents and promotion of new services such as chemical collection events.
Targeted waste education has also been undertaken in partnership with the Mornington Peninsula Regional Waste Management Group. The Group
delivers tailored state wide campaigns at a regional scale, including the “Sort it and Save” waste disposal campaign, ‘Get it Right on Bin Night’, the
Waste Wise program for schools and events as well as regular litter and dumped rubbish education programs.
No direct questions about general waste education were asked during the consultation process but a lot of feedback about education was provided.

What can we do, both the Mornington Peninsula Shire and its
community, to reduce the amount of waste we produce?
Summary of Comments

Sample quotes

One participant suggested recycling old car tyres as an
alternative to allocating everyone a worm farm/compost
bin. It was also suggested rewarding those who do the
right thing and finding a “fair charge” for those that don’t
comply.

“Reduce the amount of waste” wrong Question?? --- This is not the
answer but a fact, if you want to “ Reduce the amount of green waste”
cut down every tree on your property that will reduce your green waste
by 95%. The question might be “ How can we better recycle waste.
There is very little household rubbish/waste that isn’t RECYCLEABLE the
problem with charge for this--charge for that! Seems to only penalises
those who already make the effort to recycle i.e the shire wanting to
give everyone a worm farm/compost bin charge the rate payer for it
“ HELLO” some of us already use these, then may be charged for it
in the future???! Another problem with this system is landlord gets
the bill. Tenant get the product/service. Recycling your waste. Well
recycling green/ food waste is a no-brainer, as for all the other waste,
there is very little household rubbish/waste that isn’t RECYCLEABLE,
you’re only limited by your imagination. WHY would you pay/buy $$$
for compost/worm farm when 3 car tyres make a perfect substitute
you can have 1 or up to 3 high, you just have to find a lid. Don’t like
black??--you can paint them any colour you like. You can even grow
your “veggies” straight out of them once compost is right-- even large
plants like pumpkins. I understand this one (car tyres) might not work
for everyone, but something else might “you’re only limited by your
imagination” the more you do yourself the more you should save.
That’s one incentive for everyone, but there are some, that just don’t
care ( don’t deny it). You need to find a system that REWARDS the
people that do the right thing , find A FAIR CHARGE for those that
don’t.

Many residents feel a hard rubbish collection once or
twice a year would be beneficial in reducing junk laying
around residents homes and help those who have
difficulty or no means of getting to the tip.
Educating the community including the weekenders was
suggested as a way to help residents understand how to
recycle. One suggestion was having recycle centres only
and breaking down hard rubbish at these centres.
One respondent suggested looking further afield for
alternatives eg Tucson USA and the scheme they have
implemented. Another suggested the Council run a
group tender process for the collection of bottles and
cardboard from commercial properties in the green
wedge.
It was questioned why the Shire could not organise
initiatives for container deposit legislation as in South
Australia and the Northern Territory.
One suggestion was to use Devil Bend for food
waste, as long as controls were put in place to treat
water, reduce odour and gas. Another respondent
was concerned for the illegal dumping of asbestos in
Tuerong and therefore the water contamination.
There was also concern that all options will result in
additional expense to the rate payer.

We strongly recommend the Shire supports various state initiatives
for container deposit return legislation. This scheme works well in
South Australia – all through councils, and the Northern Territory.
There is no reason why Victoria and our Shire cannot do the same.
The Shire introduce a reasonable seasonal car parking charge along
the foreshore? This money could help with the costs associated with
removing the inordinate amount of rubbish dumped by day trippers.
Residents could be issued with a sticker that is displayed on the dash so
that they are exempt from this cost. This arrangement is up and running
very successfully along beach side car parks in inner Melbourne.
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Let’s talk waste

Reduction and Education
Open Submission (received via email, telephone and face to face
discussions)
Summary of Comments
Sample quotes
Summary of Comments

Sample quotes

Respondents preferred activity to change waste
behaviours, such as offering incentives to encourage
recycling or “shaming” people not in compliance.
Increased spot checks and fines were also suggested.

Strategies to modify citizen behaviour are
clearly required. Information, education and
culture change are an important component of
dealing with the waste issues in the Mornington
Peninsula. Encouraging better ways and inflicting
shame on those who do not meet standards may
need to become a way of life.

Focused education and clear policies could be
beneficial, especially for disposable nappies and
the characteristics of different plastics. This would
be more than a Shire effort, but has been seen to
be successful in countries overseas. The benefits
of composting can be promoted. It was suggested
to educate consumers and businesses about
environmentally-friendly alternatives to plastic
bags, both for shopping purposes and bin lining.
One resident felt that not enough time had been
spent considering how to reduce packaging of our
food products, which would help decrease landfill.
One respondent suggested an investigation
into established, alternative waste and recycling
processes such as pyrolysis. Another suggestion was
to look at processing centres located in far north
of the Peninsula near major roads, and seek grants
from the governments to assist with funding these
projects. One respondent suggested increasing
the number of recycling centres to deal with the
breakdown of items into usable plastic, glass and
metals. Reports on the money generated from the
sales of these items could encourage recycling.
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Linked with this education program is the urgent
need to stop residents using large bin liners and
plastic bags to place their household rubbish
in. These bags, especially the tough black ones,
never break down and cause our landfills to be
filled with plastic. They also land up in streams
and stormwater drains. There are now biodegradable bags on the market but many people
appear unaware of these. These bags are made
from maize or sugar cane and are in use by
some local shop keepers and stall holders at the
Mornington Market. We need their availability
to be widespread and much wider education
on their use. Otherwise, we would like to see
residents using newspaper to wrap their rubbish
(as we did before plastic bags!).
Education is also needed on the recycling of
plastics and the meanings of the signs on plastic
containers – some of these signs relate to the
type of plastic, and also to the advice NOT to
refill these (e.g. water bottles). Most people do
not understand the implications of the symbols,
or that the packaging of food containers can’t be
recycled due to health concerns. Our association
strongly objects to the over-packaging of so many
items especially when this is in plastic. This would
take more than a Shire effort to reduce but some
overseas countries have managed to reduce this
and customers have applauded such efforts.

PLEASE NOTE: While every effort has been
made to transcribe participants comments
accurately a small number have not been
included in this summary due to the legibility
of the content. Please contact Keith Greaves
at Keith@chit-chat.com.au for any suggested
additions.
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